Storytelling, Values and Perceived Resilience among Chinese, Vietnamese, American and German Prospective Teachers
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Abstract  Numerous qualitative studies, mostly with English speaking Westerners, have shown the important role of storytelling and values in promoting resilience. However, this quantitative study helps fill the gaps in the research, by investigating the mediator effects of storytelling on values and resilience of American, German, Chinese, and Vietnamese prospective teachers. The study, using path analysis, investigated how cultural differences influenced perceptions about storytelling, resilience and values. Open to change values of stimulation, self-direction, hedonism and universalism had the largest associations in the Final Model. The results of the multiple group analyses showed that the Final Model path estimates were invariant across cultural groups, but the error variances of the mean values were not invariant. Individual differences accounted for the variance more than cultural differences. The implications for educators, desiring to leverage literacy instruction with storytelling, are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Prospective teachers face many academic challenges. To succeed and maintain their well-being, college learners must be resilient [31] and have the ability to bounce back or recover from stress. Resilience refers to the phenomenon that some people stay healthy and still experience well-being and satisfaction despite being exposed to intense stressors and risks, whereas other people facing comparable conditions are prone to disorders and impaired health. While debate remains what constitutes resilient behavior and how to best measure adaption to hardship, certain trends have emerged. Psychologists have moved away from vulnerability/deficit models of resilience. There has been a paradigm shift [9] from focusing on strengths as opposed to deficits, from illness to health. Resilience now is viewed as ordinary healthy development, not extraordinary.

The role of research should focus on finding assets, resources, and values within the cultural context that have been found to promote healthy outcomes [25]. Coehran-Smith [6] and Nieto [21] found that prospective teachers who reflected on their own autobiographic stories of resilience were more effective in teaching their own students.

2. Literature Review

Storytelling, Resilience, Values and Culture

Storytelling is the interactive art of using words and actions to reveal the elements and images of a story while encouraging the listener’s imagination [20]. The genres of childhood stories recalled by adults [2] include: personal stories, folktales, literary, and blended. Storytelling is a constructivist teaching/learning approach that encourages deep and personal learning. Storytelling affirms students’ cultural identities by encouraging them to express and validate what they already know as they grow in what they know [11]. Teaching with storytelling is built with constructivist learning principles [24]. Storytelling is a student-centered learning approach.

Resilience is one’s ability to spring back from adversity. Resilience is the role of mental processes and behavior in
promoting personal assets and protecting an individual from the potential negative effect of stressors. Values represent basic individual motivations and are also internalized as specific cultural practices through social institutions. Values define what is important for us, stable through time and situations, and guide choices and behavior.

Culture is a set of values, beliefs, attitudes, and behavior patterns shared by members of a society and transmitted from one generation to the next through socialization. Humans need social interactions, like storytelling experiences provided by parents, teachers, and peers to learn their culture. Culture is considered as the collective programming of the mind which distinguishes the members of one group or category of people from another [12].

A search of the ProQuest Social Sciences database was conducted for empirical studies investigating the relations among storytelling, values, resilience and culture. There were no studies found addressing all four variables simultaneously. One can speculate why this is so. For one, the relationships are varied and complex, with cause and effect difficult to distinguish. Secondly, most of the studies on storytelling are qualitative which raises concern on their objectivity. Finally, Western European culture places more value on the transmission of knowledge through the written word by reading and writing than the ancient, oral tradition of storytelling [23].

Prior studies revealed that storytelling strongly influenced an individual’s resilience and decreased academic stress [10, 22]. Numerous qualitative studies showed the important role of storytelling and values in promoting resilience [16, 19, 25, 35]. Teachers’ open to change value preferences such as self-direction and stimulation have been found to be significantly related to using more student-centered teaching approaches like storytelling [14,15,34].

Resilience is defined differently among various populations, so scholars need to be sensitive to socio-cultural factors [9]. A likely variable candidate to mediate the relationship between storytelling and resilience is values. For example, China has a cultural value of conformity, so resilience is expressed when the individual sacrifices for the good of the group. Conversely, Germany is perceived as less traditional, so resilience is expressed through individualism. One of the leading values theories proposed by Schwartz [27] framed the analysis of the present study. The ten motivationally distinct values and the full circular structure of conflicts and compatibilities can be seen in Figure 1. This circular arrangement is divided to show four more general values organized as two pairs of conflicting higher order value dimensions [openness to change vs. conservation and self enhancement vs. self-transcendence]. Schwartz [27] contended that most people value one side of this circle more than the other.

Although people and cultures differ in their values preferences, research [28] from samples of school teachers and college students in 54 nations confirmed the universal hierarchical order of values. Known as the pan-cultural value hierarchy, it revealed distinct patterns of college students. Among prospective teachers, benevolence, self-direction, and universalism values were consistently most important; power, tradition, and stimulation values were least important; and security, conformity, achievement, and hedonism were in between.

Figure 1. Structure of personal values according to Schwartz (1992).
Every culture has an important mission in teaching its knowledge, values, skills and commitments to child and adult members, often through storytelling [25]. Researchers in psychology, Fischer and Schwartz [8], Morris [17], Schwartz [29, 30] have influenced raising a question of interest -- are the differences of Eastern and Western cultures in regards to differences among storytelling, values and resilience due more to cultural factors or individual factors? How much of the variance in resilience, values, storytelling is attributed to variance in culture?

Fischer and Schwartz [8] examined the relationship between just the two variables of culture and values preference. The researchers found that analysis of multi-cultural data sets with instruments measuring priorities among abstract values, indicated that culture accounted for only 2% to 22%, of the variance, depending on the instruments used. The degree of within-cultural consensus was low to moderate [though highly variable across items]. Rozin [26] stated that much of the effect of culture, and our impression of culture differences, results from the physical/social artifacts (environments, institutions) created by the culture.

3. Present Study

The research seeks to add to the literature to produce quantitative information about the relationships between culture, values and storytelling. The purpose of the present study was to: (1) Calculate the descriptive statistics and analyze the difference between the 4 groups in mean values for measures of storytelling, resilience, and values. (2) Calculate the correlation between storytelling and resilience and examine the extent to which the relationship is mediated by values. (3) Determine the extent a meditational model of storytelling, resilience, and value is invariant across cultures.

4. Method

Participants

The sample included (n = 889) elementary and secondary majors enrolled in teacher education programs in large urban comprehensive universities from four countries (China, n = 302; Germany, n = 154; United States, n = 83; and Vietnam, n = 350). The sample demographics were relatively reflective of the population of students from the colleges of education at their given institutions. Overall the sample was predominately female (n = 697), with fewer male participants (n=192), which is representative of the population of education majors in general. The sample of Chinese students had the largest proportion of males (32.8%) and the Germany had the lowest (10.4%). Overall in the sample, the greatest number of students ages 18 to 25 years old (n = 748) which represented over 84% of the total sample. Germany had relatively older students (27.9%) and China had relatively younger students (3.6%) in the sample.

Measures

Brief Resilience Scale (BRS)

The BRS [31] was designed as an outcome measure to assess the adult’s ability to bounce back or recover from stress. This scale consists of 6 item statements, three are positively stated (e.g. I tend to bounce back quickly after hard times) and three are negatively stated (e.g. It is hard for me to snap back when something bad happens). The BRS is scored by reverse coding the three negative items and finding the mean of the six items. The adults rate the extent to which they agree with the statements by using the following scale: 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4= agree, 5 = strongly agree. The Cronbach’s alpha for the BRS for the American sample was found to be .86; German, .82; Chinese, .75; and Vietnamese, .82. Translations were approved by the authors of the study following iterations of translation, back-translation, and modification until a version that optimally captured the nuances of each item was obtained.

The Portrait Values Questionnaire (PVQ)

The PVQ [27] consists of 40 items designed to measure ten-value types that are ordered along two dimensions: 1) Openness to Change (stimulation, self-direction, and hedonism) vs. Conservatism (tradition, and security), and 2) Self-Enhancement (achievement, power and hedonism) vs. Self-Transcendence (universalism and benevolence). Adults respond to each item by answering how much like you is this person? The scale is a six point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (not like me at all) to 6 (very much like me). The items include 40 short verbal portraits, gender matched to the respondent. Each portrait describes a person’s goals, desires or aspirations representing 1 of the 10 basic values. Translations of the PVQ were performed by the authors,
cross checked by volunteers, field tested with respondents, and modified for optimum comprehensibility. The reliabilities for the American sample range is from .53 (self-direction) to .75 (achievement); German .49 (self-direction) to .77 (hedonism, achievement, and stimulation); Chinese, .41 (tradition) to .79 (achievement); and Vietnamese, .29 (hedonism) to .70 (self-direction). The explanation for low reliabilities, Schwartz, [27] contended that analyses in more than 200 samples from more than 60 nations from every inhabited continent support the distinctiveness of the 10 values. Despite their relatively low reliabilities in less developed countries and extreme cases, they have been found to exhibit good construct validity.

Adults Perceptions about Childhood Experiences with Storytelling

As part of the study on values and resilience, the college students were asked to complete an 18-item author developed questionnaire. The survey was developed based on statements and observations found in the review of the narrative assessment literature [7, 18, 35] and findings from previous studies conducted by the researchers [2, 3, 4]. The Storytelling Questionnaire consisted of three subtests, measuring the dimensions of Intensity, Genres, and Impact, aimed at obtaining college students’ perceptions about the frequency, types, and influence of childhood storytelling experiences using a multiple choice format. Questions required respondents to rate a series of statements according to a five point Likert-type scale. Subtest one, Intensity included six questions: (e.g., How often were you told stories? Possible responses varied from daily to never, or don't remember). Subtest two, Genres, included five questions on childhood storytelling preferences: (When you were a child were you told ... personal stories about family, folktales, literary, religious, or blended? Possible responses varied from always to never, or don't remember). The Impact subtest included 7 questions (e.g., Recalling stories that you heard and remember as a child - do they help you deal with the struggles you face as an adult? Possible responses varied from always to Never, or don't remember). For this study, the total mean score of the 18-item storytelling survey was used as a unitary measure of storytelling experience. Cronbach’s alpha for the storytelling questionnaire for the American sample was found to be .89; German, .86; Chinese, .85; and Vietnamese, .81.

5. Data Analysis

To address the research purposes, researchers investigated group differences for storytelling, resilience, and ten values. A structural equation model investigated the relationships between those factors and to determine if those relationships were invariant across countries. The procedures were completed in stages, beginning with an Analysis of Variance and Reliability Analysis of the factors, continuing to the development of a structural equation model with tests of goodness of fit, and finally, a multiple group analysis of the final model.

Prior to addressing the research purposes, the researchers investigated the overall relationships between the variables. This included the calculation of the internal consistency as measured by Cronbach’s alpha for each variable in the model. The reliabilities, although low, were consistent with previous findings in the literature [28]. The researchers also calculated the bivariate correlations between each of the variables. As these relationships warranted further analyses, the researchers conducted the procedures to address the research purposes.

To analyze the difference between the 4 groups in mean values for measures of storytelling, resilience, and values an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was conducted, for each of the dependent variables (Storytelling, Resilience, and ten Values) to detect differences in the means across the four groups (students from China, Germany, United States, and Vietnam). Due to the likelihood of Type I error because of the number of dependent variables in the analyses, a Bonferroni adjustment was used.

To address examine the extent to which the relationship between storytelling and resilience is mediated by values, a structural equation model was constructed using the SPSS AMOS 22.0 software [1]. The first model tested was a saturated model, in which every path between Storytelling and the ten Values, every path from the Values to Resilience, and the direct path from Storytelling to Resilience were included. In addition, all of the covariances between the Values factors were included.

After evaluating the goodness of fit indices (including the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA), the Comparative Fit Index (CFI), and the Akaike’s Information Criteria (AIC), as well as the chi-square test for fit), the non-significant paths were eliminated from the model to create the Trimmed Model. As these model fit indices did not indicate a well-fitting model, the Final Model included only those paths which were significant in the Trimmed model, and eliminated all non-significant covariances between the Values factors.

Finally, to determine the extent a meditational model of storytelling, resilience, and value is invariant across cultures, a multiple group analysis of the structural equation model was conducted. In the first model (Unconstrained), all path estimates between variables and all error variances between groups (China, Germany, USA, and Vietnam) were left to vary. In the second model, the path estimates between groups were constrained to be equal across groups. In the third model, the path estimates and the error variances of the variables were constrained to be equal across groups. At each stage the indices of model fit (including a chi-square analyses, RMSEA, CFI, and the AIC) as well as the change in the chi-square were examined.
6. Results

Descriptive statistics were employed for our preliminary analyses (see Table 1 for means, standard deviations, \( F \) values and \( \eta^2 \) effect sizes).

Prior to addressing the research purposes, the researchers calculated the bivariate correlations between the factors; see Table 2. All of the correlations were statistically significant, except for Storytelling and Achievement (\(-.049\)), Conformity (\(<.001\)) and Power (\(-.010\)); Resilience and Power (\(-.007\)), Security (\(.033\)), and Tradition (\(-.013\)). The significant correlations ranged from \(.535\) (Security and Conformity) to \(.072\) (Tradition and Self-Direction).

7. Group Differences

To test for differences between countries, analyses of variances (ANOVA) were conducted. The Tukey-HSD, post hoc procedure (\( p < .05 \)) was employed to examine all possible pairwise differences. For each significant ANOVA, an effect size was calculated. Given the large number of ANOVA tests, the \( p \) level required to reject the null hypothesis was set at \( p < .001 \) for each comparison (see Table 1). Specifically, there were significant differences across the four countries on Storytelling, with a large effect size \( F(3, 885) = 33.264, \eta^2 = .011 \), Resilience, with a small effect size, \( F(3, 885) = 4.849, \eta^2 = .001 \), Achievement (\( F(3, 885) = 10.47, \eta^2 = .007 \)), Security (\( F(3, 885) = 14.83, \eta^2 = .005 \)), Self-Direction (\( F(3, 885) = 21.37, \eta^2 = .006 \)), and Tradition (\( F(3, 885) = 19.02, \eta^2 = .006 \)).
The lowest mean values for Benevolence (\(F(3, 885) = 22.497, \eta^2 = .07\)), Conformity (\(F(3, 885) = 58.786, \eta^2 = .17\)), Hedonism (\(F(3, 885) = 10.471, \eta^2 = .07\)), Power (\(F(3, 885) = 7.898, \eta^2 = .03\)), Security (\(F(3, 885) = 21.367, \eta^2 = .06\)), Self-Direction (\(F(3, 885) = 9.081, \eta^2 = .03\)), Stimulation (\(F(3, 885) = 14.829, \eta^2 = .05\)), Tradition (\(F(3, 885) = 19.023, \eta^2 = .06\)), and Universalism (\(F(3, 885) = 3.502, \eta^2 = .01\)). The effect sizes for the ten values ranged from a low of 0.01 (Universalism) to a high of 0.17 (Conformity and Achievement). In an examination of the means for each group, (see Table 1) the United States had the highest mean values for Storytelling (\(M = 3.23, SD = 0.68\)), Resilience (\(M = 3.49, SD = 0.69\)), Benevolence (\(M = 5.18, SD = 0.61\)), Conformity (\(M = 4.63, SD = 0.84\)), Hedonism (\(M = 4.58, SD = 0.90\)), Self-Direction (\(M = 4.79, SD = 0.70\)), Stimulation (\(M = 4.36, SD = 1.05\)), Tradition (\(M = 4.04, SD = 0.94\)), and Universalism (\(M = 4.69, SD = 0.65\)). China had the highest mean value for Achievement (\(M = 4.64, SD = 0.87\)). Vietnam had the highest mean values for Power (\(M = 3.40, SD = 0.96\)) and Security: (\(M = 4.42, SD = 0.72\)). The United States had the lowest mean value for Power (\(M = 3.03, SD = 1.01\)). China had the lowest mean values for Storytelling (\(M = 2.62, SD = 0.56\)) and Self-Direction (\(M = 4.36, SD = 0.87\)). Germany had the lowest mean values Resilience (\(M = 3.17, SD = 0.70\)), Achievement (\(M = 3.49, SD = 0.88\)), Conformity (\(M = 3.62, SD = 0.87\)), Security (\(M = 3.84, SD = 0.77\)), Stimulation (\(M = 3.48, SD = 0.77\)), Tradition (\(M = 3.30, SD = 0.80\)), and Universalism (\(M = 4.37, SD = 0.72\)). Vietnam had the lowest mean values for Benevolence (\(M = 4.49, SD = 0.72\)) and Hedonism (\(M = 4.19, SD = 0.72\); see Table 1).

An additional analysis revealed gender differences in several variables, after using a Bonferroni adjustment to account for Type I errors. Specifically, female participants tended to have statistically significantly higher measures of Storytelling (\(t(888) = -3.62\)) and male participants tended to have higher Resilience (\(t(888) = 3.69\)) and Power (\(t(888) = 3.44\)). All other measures revealed no significant differences between gender.

### 8. Structural Equation Modeling

To examine the extent to which the relationship between storytelling and resilience is mediated by values, an exploratory, saturated model was created to conceptualize a meditational model between Storytelling and Resilience, including the Value Factors. In the saturated model, all possible paths and covariances between the variables are included.

This model revealed a non-significant chi-square test (\(p = 0.24\)), which would indicate good model fit, as did the CFI (0.998). However, the RMSEA indicated mediocre fit (0.068); see Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Chi-Square</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>(p)</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>AIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saturated Model</td>
<td>5.107</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>.998</td>
<td>159.107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trimmed Model</td>
<td>24.608</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>.996</td>
<td>154.608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Model</td>
<td>21.173</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>.032</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>.994</td>
<td>109.173</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the researchers were interested in a more parsimonious model, the next model tested was a Trimmed model, in which all non-significant paths were removed from the analyses, although all covariances were included. In this model, the chi-square test was non-significant (\(p = 0.26\)) and the RMSEA (0.032) and CFI (0.996) indicated a good-fitting model. In addition, a comparison of the AIC demonstrated that the Trimmed model (AIC = 154.608) was a slightly better fit to the data than the Saturated model (AIC = 159.107; see Table 3).

Finally, the researchers tested a model that included only the significant path estimates and covariances from the Trimmed model. In the Final Model, the chi-square test was significant (\(p = 0.032\)), however, this is not uncommon when the sample size is greater than 200. The RMSEA (0.032) and the CFI (0.994) both indicated a good fitting model. In addition, a comparison of the AIC (109.173) indicated that the Final Model was the best fit to the data; see Table 3.

The Final Model (see Figure 2) is a partial meditational model of Storytelling to Resilience. Specifically, Stimulation mediates part of the relationship between Storytelling and Resilience. In addition, Storytelling influences Benevolence, Hedonism, Self-Direction, Tradition, and Universalism, and Achievement and Power influence Resilience. Conformity and Security were not included in the Final Model, as there were no significant paths.

The direct path between Storytelling and Resilience had a standardized path estimate of 0.102 (see Figure 2), which was mediated by the indirect path of Storytelling to Stimulation (0.235) and Stimulation to Resilience (0.126). The standardized estimates from Storytelling to Benevolence (0.231), Hedonism (0.143), Self-Direction (0.241), Tradition (0.116), and Universalism (0.183) were small to moderate. The standardized path estimates from Achievement (0.153), Power (-0.106), and Stimulation (0.126) to Resilience were small.
The covariances included in the Final model ranged from 0.422 (Achievement and Power) to 0.042 (Achievement and Tradition).

9. Multiple Group Analysis

The multiple group analysis was completed in a series of steps in which more of the model parameters were constrained to be equal across the country groups. The unconstrained model, in which all countries were allowed to vary across path estimates and error variances had a significant chi-square value ($p < .001$) and the RMSEA (0.034) and CFI (0.975) indicated good model fit (See Table 4).

When the path estimates were held constant across the countries, the chi-square value was significant ($p < .001$) and the RMSEA (0.028) and CFI (0.973) indicated good model fit. In addition, the AIC (414.893) indicated a better model fit than the unconstrained model (AIC = 441.418). Finally, there was a significant difference in the change in chi-square value ($p < .001$).

The next stage, in which the error variances were held constant across groups, revealed a significant chi-square test ($p < .001$) and the RMSEA indicated reasonably good fit (0.041). However, the CFI indicated a poor fit (0.860), and the AIC indicated a poorer fitting model (531.292) than the invariance of path estimates model.

Thus, the results of the multiple group analyses indicates that the Final Model path estimates were invariant across groups, but the error variances of the mean values were not invariant. Thus, the relationships between Storytelling and the values, and between the values and Resilience, remained constant between the four groups of students.
The current research confirmed that there are significantly different relationships between Eastern and Western cultures on childhood experiences of storytelling, adult resilience and values. The data suggest amount and intensity of storytelling was expressed most by college students in this ranking: Americans, Germans, Vietnamese, and Chinese. The current research found that there are statistically significant differences between cultural groups on values. The Eastern cultures of China and Vietnam tend more to preferences for the values of Conformity, Achievement, Power and Security. The Western cultures of America and Germany tend more to the preferences for the values of Self-Direction and Benevolence. In general Eastern culture tends more to values of conservatism and Western culture tends more to values of openness to change. These findings are consistent with previous research [12, 28].

The current study examined the mediator effects of values for the relationship between storytelling and resilience in college students. As expected the best model from this study indicated storytelling and resilience were partially mediated by values. Although no previous studies have examined directly the mediator effects of values for the relationship between storytelling and resilience, the results are consistent with earlier studies suggesting a relationship between values and resilience [4,19, 25, 35]. Given the results found of negative associations between storytelling and the value Achievement, and resilience and the values of Power and Tradition, bi-directional causality was evident. The best model from the current study supports the mediator effects of values between storytelling and resilience. The current finding indicates that college students who report having significant childhood experiences of storytelling, and prefer openness to change values such as Benevolence, Self-Direction, and Stimulation perceive recalling, or telling stories more often for improving resilience. On the other hand, college students who report having less significant childhood experiences of storytelling, and prefer conservative values such as Conformity, Tradition and Security perceive recalling, or telling stories less often for improving resilience. These findings are consistent with research that showed strong relationship between openness to change values and preference for student-centered teaching approaches like storytelling [14, 15, 34]. The data suggest that the perception that one can draw upon remembrances of stories for improving resilience is related to a combination of factors: one’s gender, values, individual and cultural differences. For example, the data suggest females had more childhood experiences of storytelling and higher resilience than males.

### 11. Limitations and Future Research

The present study is certainly not without limitations.
The first limitation is that the study’s correlational cross-sectional nature prohibits drawing any causal relationships among the variables. Interpretation of the results of mediational analyses on cross-sectional data must always proceed with caution. Future longitudinal or experimental studies will facilitate more causal evaluations. The resilience and values measures required subjective self-perceptions of one’s inner emotional state which are difficult to quantify on a Likert scale and limits responses. The storytelling questionnaire required adult participants to reflect on childhood events that occurred a long time ago. Secondly, only college education majors, mostly female (78.4%), were included in the study. Thus, these findings should not be extrapolated to populations with larger proportions of males, other income and educational-level groups. Subsequent research studies should include a control group of participants from a wider educational and socio-economic range or a clinical population experiencing stress such as dropouts or students receiving counseling or tutorial services. Resilience manifests itself most in the face of adversity. The psychological benefits of teaching and counseling adults with storytelling are still not clearly understood. Future researchers might investigate the effects of storytelling interventions upon student retention, well-being, resilience and values using a pre-posttest experimental design.

12. Implications

Increased teacher training in storytelling for developing language, literacy, and resilience is needed. Researchers should explore how different cultures’ values influence the ways they express and teach stories. Unfortunately, this study highlights the fact that it’s unlikely college students who have not had significant childhood experiences of storytelling will use storytelling in their own teaching or know how to encourage and teach parents to incorporate family storytelling for literacy [2, 33]. Prospective educators should reflect on their teaching practices by telling their autobiographical stories [Cochran-Smith [6] and Nieto [21] as the evidence suggests it will increase their resilience.

13. Conclusions

This study contributes to the field by adding information about the relationships between storytelling, values, and resilience. The evidence suggests that storytelling may leverage retention strategies by boosting the resilience of the learner, although much remains to be learned on how to do this. Storytelling is the oldest form of teaching, and adult educators should not dismiss its potential as both a research method and practical intervention. Also, the evidence suggests that there is value to open mindedness and making the effort to make storytelling for resilience a part a teacher’s toolbox.


